
Cookie Policy

This cookie policy (hereinafter, the “Cookie Policy”) was updated on August, 1, 2022.

The website https://scalapay.com (hereinafter, the "Website") is managed by Scalapay S.r.l., with registered office at Via
Giuseppe Mazzini 9, 20123, Milan, Italy, Administrative and Economic Index No. 2606390, VAT Number 06891080480
(hereinafter, “Scalapay”, “us” or the “Controller”)in its capacity as controller for the purposes as per the applicable
personal data protection laws and regulations, including the General Data Protection Regulation No. 679 of 27 April 2016
(hereinafter “GDPR”). You can find Scalapay's contact details at the foot of this Cookie Policy.

  1 Introduction

The Website uses cookies and other similar technology (hereinafter, all technology will be referred to simply as "Cookies")
to simplify and improve your experience of the Website. Some Cookies are also added by third parties (as further detailed
in point 6 below). In this Cookie Policy we provide all the information concerning the use of Cookies on our Website.

2 What are Cookies?

Cookies are strings of text which the Website - or other third-party websites - place and save in your device when you
access certain areas of the Website, and are stored to later be sent to the same Website on your next visit.

3 What are scripts?

A script is a code segment which is used to enable a Website to run properly and have interactive features. This code is
executed on our server or on your device.

4 What is a pixel tag?



A pixel tag is a small string of text or image which is present in a website, and is used to monitor traffic.

5 How you give your consent

When you visit our Website for the first time, we’ll show you a short cookie policy in the form of a banner, which contains a
brief description of the Cookies we use on our Website, and allows you to select the types of Cookies you want to give your
consent to. You can then decide whether to click on “accept all”, “accept selected”, or on the “x” on the right top corner of
the banner.

If you decide to click on “accept all”, you will give your consent to all the Cookies (as better detailed in the table under point
7 below) for the purpose of allowing us to personalise content and ads; provide social media functionalities; analyse our
traffic and share information with the third parties we work with, regarding the way in which you use our Website.

By clicking on “accept selected”, you will install only the necessary Cookies and the Cookies you decided to select by
opening the “show details” section, as detailed below,

By clicking on “show details” you’ll be able to see a list of Cookies, divided into four categories (necessary, preference,
statistical, and marketing), and you’ll be able to select or deselect Cookies from each category, except for those that are
necessary for the Website to run properly. This way you’ll be able to analytically decide which Cookies you wish to install.

Lastly, closing your banner by clicking on the “x” will confirm that your default settings will continue to be applied, which
means that you will continue to browse through the Website without Cookies or other tracking tools other than technical (or
necessary) tools which have the purpose of enabling our Website to run properly.

We'd like to remind you that you have the opportunity to change or disable your Cookie choices at any time by clicking on
Change Consent at point 7.

6 Cookies used in the Website



6.1 Technical or necessary Cookies

Technical cookies are necessary to allow users to navigate and use the Website, and to access some of the Website’s
functionalities. These Cookies do not record any personal information concerning you. By adding these Cookies, we make it
easier for you to visit our Website, as they are used to ensure that some parts of the Website run properly and your
preferences continue to apply. This way, for instance, you don’t need to enter the same information every time you visit the
Website. In compliance with the applicable laws and regulations, your consent is not needed for installing these Cookies.

We use the following technical Cookies:

- Navigation or Session Cookies, which enable the normal navigation or use of the Website (for instance, they allow
user authentication to access certain reserved areas), and are stored exclusively for the duration of the session or
navigation. This means that when you close your navigation or browser window, the Cookies are automatically
deleted and are not stored on your device or computer;

- Functional Cookies, which enable navigation with the application of a series of criteria you selected (such as
preferred language) for the purpose of improving your experience when using the Website, personalising the
content of the web page based on the browser used and based on other information which the browser sends
automatically. These files last longer than the browsing session, and are stored including after you close the browser,
until they expire or until you delete them.

6.2 Statistical or Analytical Cookies

These Cookies are used by website providers to collect information, in aggregate form, on the number of users and on how
these users visit the Website, and thus create general statistics on the service and its use. These Cookies do not collect
information that identify a specific user, as all the information collected through them are aggregate and anonymous.

6.3 Marketing or Profiling Cookies



Profiling Cookies are aimed at understanding the preferences of single users so as to offer them, during their navigation,
targeted content and content that is likely interesting to them. These Cookies are therefore used to personalise the
advertisement experienced offered to a user on a website on the basis of their browsing history. We use profiling Cookies to
collect and store information on your interests based on your activity when you navigate our Website, and to send you
advertising messages that are in line with the preferences you have shown during your navigation. In compliance with the
applicable laws and regulations, your prior consent is always required for installing these Cookies.

6.4 Third-Party Cookies

Through the Website other cookies from websites owned by third parties (hereinafter, the “Third Parties”), which we do not
control, may be installed. These Third Parties are entirely and exclusively responsible for any breaches of any provisions of
law or contract which may be committed through the circulation or use of the Cookies they installed. Such operations are
managed by such Third Parties; therefore, we recommend you read the policies concerning the processing of personal
data, provided by said Third Parties. The Third Parties who place Cookies on our Website, and the links that lead to the
relative cookie policies are listed in the table under point 7 below.

7 Category Disclosure

This website uses cookies. We use cookies to personalise content and ads, to provide social media functionalities, and to
analyse our traffic. Furthermore, we share information about your use of our Website with our advertising partners,
including statistical data and social media, which they may combine with other information you provided them or which
they collected from your utilisation of their services.

Your consent applies to the following domains: portal.scalapay.com, www.scalapay.com

Change Consent | Revoke Consent

http://www.scalapay.com
https://www.scalapay.com/en/cookie-policy
https://www.scalapay.com/en/cookie-policy


Cookie disclosure last updated on 05/08/2021 by Cookiebot:

Indispensable Technical Cookies or Necessary Cookies (5)

Indispensable cookies help make our website usable by enabling basic functionalities such as browsing its pages and
gaining access to a website’s protected areas. A website cannot work properly without these cookies.

Name Supplier Purpose
Duratio
n

Type

connect.sid Scalapay Necessary cookie for secure login and to detect
spam or unlawful use of the website.

6 days HTTP
Cookie

CookieConsent Cookiebot It stores the user's cookie consent status for the
current domain.

1 year HTTP
Cookie

sp_did Scalapay Pending 29 days HTTP
Cookie

sp_locale Scalapay It remembers the preferred language selected by a
user for a website.

1 year HTTP
Cookie

test_cookie Scalapay.com This cookie is used to check if the user’s browser
supports cookies.

1 day HTTP

Preference Cookies (2)

Preference cookies enable a Website to remember information that changes the manner in which a Website behaves or is
displayed, such as a user’s preferred language or the region the user is browsing from.

https://www.cookiebot.com/
https://www.scalapay.com/en/privacy
https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/privacy-policy/
https://www.scalapay.com/en/privacy
https://www.scalapay.com/en/privacy


Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

CookieConsentBulkSetting-
#

Cookiebot This cookie enables to grant consent to
cookies on more than one website.

Persistent Local
Storage
HTML

lang Scalapay It remembers the preferred language
selected by a user for a website.

Session HTTP

Statistical Cookies (11)

Statistical cookies help the owners of websites to understand the manner in which users interact with their websites by
collecting and reporting information in anonymous form.

Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

_dd_s Scalapay This cookie records the spped and
performance of a website. This function can
be used within the context of statistics and
load-balancing processes.

1 day HTTP
Cookie

_fs_uid Scalapay This cookie contains an ID string relative to
the current session. This string contains
non-personal information concerning the
secondary pages visited by a user; these
pieces of information are used to optimise
user experience.

Persistent Local
Storag
e HTML

https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/privacy-policy/
https://www.scalapay.com/en/privacy
https://www.scalapay.com/en/privacy


Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

fs_uid edge.fullstory.com This cookie contains an ID string relative to
the current session. This string contains
non-personal information concerning the
secondary pages visited by a user; these
pieces of information are used to optimise
user experience.

1 year HTTP
Cookie

_gat Scalapay This cookie is used by Google Analytics to
check request rates.

2 years HTTP

_ga Scalapay This cookie registers unique user IDs, which
are used to generate statistical data on how
a user uses a website.

1 day HTTP

_gid Scalapay This cookie registers unique user IDs, which
are used to generate statistical data on how
a user uses a website.

1 day HTTP

amplitude_unsent_# Scalapay This cookie is used within the context of
pop-up questionnaires and messaging. The
data are used for statistical or marketing
purposes.

Persistent HTML

amplitude_unsent_identify_# Scalapay This cookie is used within the context of
pop-up questionnaires and messaging. The

Persistent HTML



Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

data are used for statistical or marketing
purposes.

AnalyticsSyncHistory linkedin.com This cookie is used in connection with data
synchronisation with third-party analysis
services.

29 days HTTP

undefined cdn.embedly.com This cookie captures data on visitors’
interaction with video content on the
Website. These data are used to allow the
Website’s video content more relevant to
users.

Persistent HTML

Wistia cdn.embedly.com This Cookie is used by the Website to track
the use of video content by users; this cookie
is from Wistia, which provides video software
for websites.

Persistent HTML

Marketing Cookies (18)

Marketing cookies are used to keep track of users as they visit websites. The purpose is to display ads which are pertinent
and appealing to single users, and thus more relevant for third-party publishers and advertisers.



Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

_fbp Facebook This cookie is used by Facebook to provide a series of
advertising products, such as real-time offers from
third-party advertisers.

3 months HTTP
Cookie

fr Facebook This cookie is used by Facebook to provide a series of
advertising products, such as real-time offers from
third-party advertisers.

3 months HTTP
Cookie

tr Facebook This cookie is used by Facebook to provide a series of
advertising products, such as real-time offers from
third-party advertisers.

Session Pixel
Tracker

_gcl_au Scalapay This cookie is used by Google AdSense to test the
efficiency of advertisement on the websites that use their
services.

3 months HTTP

_uetsid Scalapay This cookie collects data on the behaviour of users over
more than one website, for the purpose of offering ads
that are more relevant to users.

This also enables websites to limit the number of times in
which the same ad is shown to the same user.

1 day HTTP

_uetsid_exp Scalapay This cookie contains the cookie's expiry date, with the
corresponding name.

Persistent HTML

https://www.facebook.com/policy.php
https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/
https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/


Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

_uetvid Scalapay This cookie collects data on the behaviour of users over
more than one website, for the purpose of offering ads
that are more relevant to users.

Persistent HTML

_uetvid_exp Scalapay This cookie contains the cookie's expiry date, with the
corresponding name.

Persistent HTML

bcookie LinkedIn This cookie is used by the LinkedIn social network to track
the use of integrated services.

2 years HTTP

bscookie LinkedIn This cookie is used by the LinkedIn social network to track
the use of integrated services.

2 years HTTP

IDE Doubleclick.ne
t

This cookie is used by Google DoubleClick to register and
report on the user's actions within a website after viewing
or clicking on any of the ads offered by advertisers, for
the purpose of measuring how effective ads are, and
send targeted ads to users.

1 year HTTP

lang LinkedIn This cookie is set by LinkedIn when a web page contains
an embedded “follow” panel.

Session HTTP

lidc LinkedIn This cookie is used by the LinkedIn social network to track
the use of integrated services.

1 day HTTP

MUID Bing.com This cookie is largerly used by Microsoft as unique user
ID. It enables to track users by synchronising their ID over
several Microsoft domains.

1 year HTTP



Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

pagead/1p-user-list
/#

Google This cookie tracks the interest shown by a user for
specific products or events across several web pages,
and records
how a user navigates between websites. This cookie is
used to measure advertising activities and facilitates the
payment of referral fees between websites.

Persistent Pixel

pagead/landing Doubleclick.ne
t

This cookie collects data on the behaviour of users over
several websites, for the purpose of offering ads that are
more relevant to users.
This also enables websites to limit the number of times in
which the same ad is shown.

Session Pixel

pagead/landing Google This cookie collects data on the behaviour of users over
several websites, for the purpose of offering ads that are
more relevant to users.
This also enables websites to limit the number of times in
which the same ad is shown.

Session Pixel

UserMatchHistory LinkedIn This cookie is used to track visitors over several websites,
for the purpose of displaying relevant ads based on user
preference.

Unclassified (5)

Unclassified cookies are cookies we are still in the process of classifying together with individual cookie providers.



Name Supplier Purpose Duration Type

dd_cookie_test_# Scalapay Pending 1 day HTTP Cookie

_tldtest_# Scalapay Pending Session HTTP

amp_293589 Scalapay Pending 1 year HTTP

amp_cookie_test# Scalapay Pending Session HTTP

amplitude_testscalapay.com Scalapay Pending 1 year HTTP

8 Your Rights with respect to Personal Data (Articles from 15 to 22 GDPR)

You can ask us to send you a copy of your data, and request that such data be corrected, erased, or transferred to any
other parties you may indicate. You also have the right to give instructions concerning the management of your data in
case of death; to object to the processing of your data; to ask for the processing of your data to be restricted, and to revoke
your consent.

To exercise these rights, we ask you to please contact us, using the contact data reported at the end of this Cookie Policy.

 9 Contacts

Scalapay is the Controller over personal data processing operations. For any questions regarding the processing of
personal data you may contact us at

https://www.scalapay.com/en/privacy


Scalapay S.r.l.

Via Giuseppe Mazzini 9, 20123

Milan, Italy

support@scalapay.com

In addition, we have appointed an external data protection officer (“DPO”). If you have any questions concerning the
processing of personal data, including any requests to exercise your rights, you can contact the DPO at dpo@scalapay.com

We hope we’ll be able to satisfy to your requests regarding the processing of your personal data. In any event, we remind
you that you always have the right to lodge a complaint with the Belgian Data Protection Authority, using the following
contact details:

Belgian Data Protection Authority (GBA)

Rue de la Presse 35

1000 Brussels

https://www.dataprotectionauthority.be/citizen

mailto:support@scalapay.com
mailto:dpo@scalapay.com

